
The Art of Account Planning: The Unsung
Heroes of Advertising
Account planning is the process of developing a deep understanding of a
client's business, the target audience, and the competitive landscape. This
knowledge is then used to develop creative strategies that are designed to
achieve the client's goals.
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Account planners are the unsung heroes of the advertising world. They are
the ones who take the time to do the research and analysis that is essential
for creating effective advertising campaigns. Without account planners,
advertisers would be shooting in the dark. They would not have a clear
understanding of the client's needs or the target audience's wants. As a
result, their advertising campaigns would be less effective and less likely to
achieve the desired results.
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The account planning process typically begins with a meeting between the
account planner and the client. During this meeting, the account planner
will learn about the client's business, the target audience, and the
competitive landscape. The account planner will also discuss the client's
goals and objectives for the advertising campaign.

Once the account planner has gathered all of the necessary information,
they will begin to develop a creative strategy. This strategy will outline the
key messages that the advertising campaign will communicate and the
channels that will be used to reach the target audience. The creative
strategy will also include a budget and a timeline for the campaign.

Once the creative strategy has been approved by the client, the account
planner will work with the creative team to develop the advertising
campaign. The creative team will be responsible for creating the ads,
commercials, and other marketing materials that will be used in the
campaign.

The account planner will also work with the media team to place the
advertising campaign in the most effective media outlets. The media team
will be responsible for negotiating the rates and placements for the ads.

Once the advertising campaign has been launched, the account planner
will track its progress and make adjustments as needed. The account
planner will also report back to the client on the results of the campaign.

Account planning is an essential part of the advertising process. It is the
foundation upon which successful advertising campaigns are built. Without
account planners, advertisers would be lost in the dark. They would not
have a clear understanding of the client's needs or the target audience's



wants. As a result, their advertising campaigns would be less effective and
less likely to achieve the desired results.

The Role of Account Planners

Account planners play a vital role in the advertising process. They are the
ones who:

Develop a deep understanding of the client's business, the target
audience, and the competitive landscape.

Develop creative strategies that are designed to achieve the client's
goals.

Work with the creative team to develop the advertising campaign.

Work with the media team to place the advertising campaign in the
most effective media outlets.

Track the progress of the advertising campaign and make adjustments
as needed.

Report back to the client on the results of the campaign.

Account planners are essential members of the advertising team. They are
the ones who provide the foundation upon which successful advertising
campaigns are built.

The Benefits of Account Planning

There are many benefits to account planning. Some of the most important
benefits include:

Increased effectiveness of advertising campaigns.



Improved return on investment (ROI) for advertising campaigns.

Stronger relationships between clients and advertising agencies.

Improved communication and collaboration between the creative team,
the media team, and the client.

Account planning is an essential part of the advertising process. It is the
foundation upon which successful advertising campaigns are built. By
investing in account planning, advertisers can improve the effectiveness of
their advertising campaigns, improve their ROI, and strengthen their
relationships with their clients.

Account planning is an essential part of the advertising process. It is the
foundation upon which successful advertising campaigns are built. Without
account planners, advertisers would be lost in the dark. They would not
have a clear understanding of the client's needs or the target audience's
wants. As a result, their advertising campaigns would be less effective and
less likely to achieve the desired results.

If you are an advertiser, I encourage you to invest in account planning. It is
one of the best things you can do to improve the effectiveness of your
advertising campaigns and achieve your marketing goals.
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